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VOLUME 18, NUMBER 8 
FEBRUARY, 1985 
Christians Only 
What's in a nam~? Despite Juliet 's roman-
tic philosophizing that "that which we call a 
rose by any other name would smell as 
sweet" and that "Ro meo would, were he not 
Romeo call'd, retain that dear perfection 
which he owes without the title," it was the 
power of the names they bore that brought 
their tragic end. 
Names are important. J.R. Lovell said that 
"there is more force in names than most men 
dream of." But names can unite or they can 
divide, as with the Montagues and the 
Capulets and as has been especially true in 
religious history. 
"Christians only, but not the only Chris-
tians" has been a slogan of signal importance 
for those of the Stone-Campbell heritage, 
even though the early fathers did not agree 
that even the name Christian was the most 
biblical one by which to call the followers of 
Jesus. Although it was used polemically then 
as it sometimes is now, the slogan was 
nonetheless a rallying cry for unity. It seems, 
however , at least in more recent years, a 
description accepted far more among the 
Christian Churches and the Disciples than 
among the Churches of Christ. Currently, 
with new emphasis being placed upon it by 
such preachers and educators as Rubel 
Shelly and those seeking dialogue with others 
both within and outside our heritage, its 
reexamination and readoption is causing a 
great stir in many Church of Christ circles. 
In this issue of the journal we are exploring 
the meanings inherent in this time-honored 
slogan, rooted in the history of our move-
ment and experiencing a revival in many uni-
ty meetings and efforts toward dialogue. At 
the request of the editor, Leroy Garrett was 
asked to write an article about the origin of 
the phrase and its meaning for those who us-
ed it in the earlier days. Unable to document 
its precise origin (as were many other of our 
church historians who were consulted or ask-
ed), he has nonetheless written an infor-
mative article, "The Anatomy of a Slogan," 
about its usage and meaning to earlier 
restoration proponents. 
Bill Love's appreciative sermon finds new 
significance in the slogan: "It expresses our 
desire to follow God only, while at the same 
time disavowing narrow sectarianism. It ex-
presses our strong convictions, but without 
arrogance." However, Phillip Johnson warns 
that it has not always meant this to those 
who have used it; that it can and has, for 
many , become a cloak for sectarianism; and 
that, in a very real sense, it is impossible to be 
a "Christian only." Bruce Edwards reviews 
two widely distributed and widely divergent 
books that discuss the concept. 
o, in some instances, this hallowed term , 
that was probably first used in an effort to 
find un ity, has become divisive . Yes, even 
one that sounds so innocent! But whether 
one thinks the slogan is a valid or a deceptive 
one, those who plead for' unity must 
recognize that it is in Jesus Christ that the 
only true unity is found, that from him 
oneness and peace must come, and that in 
him and him only can it be experienced. 
- from the Editor 
,._ ... 
"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND THEIR 
MEANING ... TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE 
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION 
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING 
OF GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD." 
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967 
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FEBRUARY, 1985 MISSION JOURNAL 
To us who have this great heritage that pregnant slogan "Christians only, 
but not the only Christians" witnesses to us that our forebears made Chris-
tian unity their business. The slogan was an effective invitation to all Chris-
tians to be united in the only way they can be united: in Christ. 
By LEROY GARRETT 
W hen our forebears in Churches of Chr ist-Chri stian Churches assembled in Pittsburg h in 
1909 to celebrate their centennia l (using Thomas 
Campbe ll 's Declaration and Address, drafted in 
1809, as their beginning), Thom as W. Phillips, Sr., 
who was both rich and robust, was a featured 
speaker. So as to capt ure the essence of "the Plea," 
a com mon term in those days, he drew upon an old 
slogan, which, unlik e some of our slogans, was of 
our own creat ion : "We are Christians only, but not 
the only Christians." 
While the slogan was often used polemically and 
hardly in a way that wou ld win friends and influence 
peop le, it nonetheless served to epitomize what our 
people were saying about Christian unity. Human 
names were seen as divisive, so they called for a uni-
ty based upon C_hrist himself. We can all be Chris-
tians, just Christians, or Christians only. All believers 
could never unite upon any human name, whether 
Baptist or Methodist, but they could unite on the 
name Christian. Joseph Franklin said it as wel l as any 
when he wrote in 1898 of "the Current 
Reformation," a term he puts in quotes because it 
was the common way of referring to the Movement. 
The pioneers seldom, if ever, used the term 
"Restoration Movement," which is of more recent 
Leroy Garrett is editor of Restoration Review, an avid student of the 
Stone-Campbell Movement, and a long-time leader in promoting unity, 
especially among the heirs of that Movement. 
date. 
"The Current Reformation" is not a 
church at all. It is a movement to elim-
inate entir ely the denominational feature 
which characterizes the religious life of 
the peop le, until all Chr istians shall be 
naught else but Christians - not Methodists, 
not Baptists, not Presbyterians, but only 
Christ ians, and in the partisan sense, not 
anyth ing else at all. "The Current Reform-
ation" is teaching them to be "only Christ -
ians." (Christian Standard, 1898, p. 549) 
Although Franklin does not add "but not the only 
Christians," this is implied in his appeal for "all 
Christians" to be Christians only. 
The inference that those in other churches were 
also Christians, even if they wore human names, has 
made this the most controversial of all our slogans. 
When the highly respected F. D. Kershner, dean of 
Butler School of Religion, wrote on this slogan in 
1916 and received negative reaction from his 
readers, he was led to wonder how many there 
might be among the two million that made up Chur -
ches of Christ-Christian Churches that really believ-
ed they were the only Christians in the world, a 
conclusion that he not only considered impossible 
but one that contradicted the genius of the Move -
ment. He quoted the Campbells and Stone to prove 
his point . Kershner could have been advised that we 
have always had those who would amend the slogan 
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to read "We are the only Christians." 
Alexander Campbell in 1837 was led to write the 
now famous "Lunenberg Letter," in which he 
defended even "the pious unimmersed" as Chris-
tians, because of an avalanche of letters protesting 
his views on "Christians Among the Sects," a hot 
issue in those days. The issue is hardly dead today, 
for in a 1984 issue of Firm Foundation the lead article 
on "The Only Christians" contradicted this old 
slogan. 
But still the slogan was born and has had a 
vigorous life among our people all these years, for 
most of our people, like our pioneers, do not believe 
that we are the only Christians or that we and we on-
ly are the true Church of Christ. When Thomas 
Campbell launched his unity movement by writing 
the Declaration and Address, he referred to "Chris-
tians of every name"; and before he ever started a 
congregation he wrote: "Our intention with respect 
to all the Churches of Christ is perfectly amicable." 
Their plea to "unite the Christians in all the sects" 
would hardly have made sense if there were no 
Christians in the sects. 
owever, this slogan, if we seek its origin, was 
not of the earliest vintage. Alexander Campbell 
not only did not use it but would not have used it, 
for he did not believe the designation "Christian" to 
be entirely appropriate, preferring "scriptural" 
names, especially disciple. The name "Christian" 
was not truly scriptural, he insisted, because it was a 
nickname given in derision by the world. He chided 
those - including Barton W. Stone who believed 
it to be a divinely given name, based on Acts 11 :26, 
by reminding them that the apostles must not 
have known it was an ordained name since they 
never used it. He even dared to say that there will be 
no "Christians" in heaven, only disciples, saints, ho-
ly brethren, etc. When Stone argued that 
"Christian" is a patronymic name, which means it 
takes the name of Christ, Campbell noted that 
"Christ" was not the Savior's name and if he wanted 
a patronymic name, we should call ourselves Jesuits! 
His preference for names led to his wing of the 
Movement being known mainly as Disciples of 
Christ, whereas the Stone wing was known as Chris-
tians. Both groups, however, called their churches 
Churches of Christ and Christian Churches. 
Others among the earliest pioneers may not have 
used the slogan, but it was implied in their devotion 
to the name Christian. James O'Kelly and his 
Republican Methodists, who became the Christian 
Church in about 1894, drew up a document entitled 
"Cardinal Principles of the Christian Church." 
Though they antedated Stone by a decade and the 
Campbells by almost two, they anticipated most of 
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what those two wings came to espouse, including a 
desire to unite the divided church. One principle 
read: "The name Christian to the exclusion of all 
party and sectarian names." This was inspired in 
part by an admonition from John Wesley to "Be 
downright Christians." He did not want his people 
called Methodists. It was the spirit of the slogan that 
was later to emerge. 
While Barton W. Stone was given to slogans, such 
as "Let the union of Christians be our polar star," he 
never used this one, though it was implicit in his 
preference for the name Christian. Not only was it 
"the name which God had ordained," a belief he 
often affirmed in his controversy with Campbell on 
the subject (an example of how they disagreed but 
still worked together!); but it was the name, once ac-
cepted by all believers, that would unite God's 
children and destroy sectarianism. He put it this 
way: 
We took the divine and ancient name 
Christian, given by authority, as that 
which must ultimately destroy all other 
denominations. For this we were reviled by 
others as assuming exclusively the name for 
ourselves, when it equally belonged to all. 
If it belongs to all, why do not all take it? 
(Christian Messenger, 1840, p. 118) 
His curious use of "other denominations" must 
refer, not to other churches as such, but to other 
religious names. He is saying that sectarian names 
will lose their divisive influence and believers will be 
united when they become "Christians only." Stone 
made it clear that while his people were called Chris-
tians and their church the Christian Church or 
Church of Christ, he did not believe they were the 
only Christians: "Let us still acknowledge all to be 
brethren, who believe in the Lord Jesus, and humbly 
and honestly obey him, as far as they know his will, 
and their duty" (Christian Messenger, 1831, p. 21). 
Although Walter Scott never used the slogan, he 
too was attracted to the name "Christian," calling 
the journal he published in 1837 simply The Chris-
tian. When he published The Messiahship, which is 
one of the most erudite books of our early history, 
he stated on the title page that it was "Written for 
the Union of all Christians." It is evident that he too 
had a "Christians only" attitude and not "the only 
Christians" stance. He once described Luther's 
reformation as "the church of Christ protesting" 
(and with the small c!) and named one of his heroes, 
the unimmersed George Washington, as a Christian, 
while insisting that Thomas Jefferson was not! 
I am not able to name the one who first used this 
slogan in its explicit form, as one G. B. Townsend of 
Pauling, Ohio, did in 1897: "We as a people do not 
say we are the only Christians, but we do say that we 
are Christians only" (Christian Standard, 1897, p. 
955). Also one A. J. White used it in a sermon at 
about the same time: "We do not claim to be the 
only Christians, but seek to be Christians only" 
("Why I Am A Christian," New Testament Christiani-
ty, Vol. 2, p. 455), as did Thomas W. Phillips, Sr. at 
the centennial convention. 
0 ur literary history is punctuated with variations of Wesley's "downright Christians," which is 
close in spirit to what the more recent C.S. Lewis 
meant in his emphasis upon mere Christianity. Our 
forebears chose to be "just Christians," "simply 
Christians," and "Christians only." They argued 
vehemently for decades on "The Name" - not only 
about whether "Christian" is human or divine but 
also on what name the church should wear, with 
many insisting that the church has no name at all. 
Some wanted Disciples of Christ (but with small d or 
capital D?), while the majority seemed to prefer 
Christian Church or Church of Christ (in those days 
they made no distinction between the two). They 
eventually accepted and used all three names for the 
church, and they called themselves both Christians 
and Disciples. But they remained one church or one 
movement. It is an irony of history that now we are 
divided into three separate churches, that each 
church takes one of those names, mainly, with one 
church, the non-instrumental group, taking one of 
them exclusively. It is the betrayal of a heritage! 
I conclude that while the slogan, or the idea of 
"Christians only, 11 was implicit in our earliest history 
it did not become explicit until the second genera-
tion. In a 1956 editorial Burris Butler of the Christian 
Standard referred to the slogan "We do not claim to 
be the only Christians, but we are Christians only," 
and attributed it to "the Campbellite President," 
James A. Garfield, who was both inaugurated and 
assassinated in 1881. While I have not yet found this 
slogan in Garfield's writings, Butler could be right 
that it originated in its explicit form with him. He was 
always ecumenical, even when a preacher on the 
American frontier; and when he was elected Presi-
dent, he quietly passed the word to his brethren that 
the church would receive no special favors and that 
he believed the universals of the faith more than the 
particulars. And he didn't want them building an 
elegant church edifice while he was in office! He 
was content to go in his presidential carriage to the 
little "church of the Disciples" across the tracks. 
When Garfield was asked what his church believ-
ed, he wrote out eleven principles, all but three of 
which were mainline Protestant. "We are called 
Christians or Disciples," he said. This would have 
been the appropriate place to use the slogan. He 
used another Disciple slogan, which probably 
originated with Alexander Campbell, when he refer-
red to weekly Communion, explaining its openness 
with "We neither invite nor debar." He also pointed 
to the Disciples intention to practice the ordinances 
as they were observed by the primitive church. 
Since the editor of this journal asked me to write 
not only on the origin of this slogan but also on its 
relevance to our time, I will go on to say that its main 
value for us as a people is in helping us to see where 
we came from. Sectarian names these days are hard-
Our forebears argued vehemently for 
decades on "The Name:" .... They even-
tually accepted and used all three names 
for the church, and they called themselves 
both Christians and Disciples. But they re$ 
mained one church or one movement. It is 
an irony of history that now we are divided 
into three separate churches . ... It is the 
betrayal of a heritage! 
ly taken to heart and are not the barriers they once 
were. Moreover, one may wear a "human name" 
and still be eminently Christian. I like the way that 
doughty old pioneer Isaac Errett, put it: "You get a 
man right on Jesus Christ, and He will get him right 
on all doctrines far sooner than you can. 11 That must 
be our emphasis: loyalty to Jesus Christ. If a person 
needs to get his "name" right, Jesus will do that for 
him in time far better than we can by imposing 
slogans. 
But to us who have this great heritage that preg-
nant slogan "Christians only, but not the only Chris-
tians" witnesses to us that our forebears made Chris-
tian unity their business. The slogan was an effective 
invitation to all Christians to be united in the only 
way they can be united: in Christ. The slogan reveals 
that they were open, ecumenical, and inclusive -
"but not the only Christians" being basic to their 
plea. 
W hen Editor Holley asks me when this slogan ceased to be accepted and when we began to 
assume a more exclusivistic posture, the answer has 
to be that it was never accepted by some. The 
slogan's acceptance and rejection poses the same 
dichotomy that we have between being unitists (or 
ecumenists) on one hand and restorationists (or 
primitivists) on the other. Those who say we are not 
the only Christians can take unity seriously, whereas 
those who insist that they are the only Christians also 
believe that they have "restored" the only true 
(continued on p. 75) 
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''CHRISTIANS ONLY, 
BUT NOT THE ONLY CHRISTIANS''* 
The anchor of our hope is "Christ crucified"-not our doctrinal formula-
tions about him or his church. When we see this truth, God will give us the 
grace to admit that all of us "imperfectly taught" believers are saved the 
same way-by the grace of God. 
By BILL LOVE 
"Christians only, but not the only Christians." I 
love this time honored slogan of our movement! It 
expresses our desire to follow Christ only, while at 
the same time disavowing narrow sectarianism. It 
expresses our strong convictions, but without ar-
rogance. 
Someone once asked Robert Frost what he con-
sidered the ugliest word in the English language. The 
aging poet said for him the ugliest word is "ex-
clusive." In his "Mending Wall" he said, 
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall, that 
wants it down." Because of nature's aversion to 
walls the neighbors had to walk the fence row each 
Spring to build again the barrier between them. 
"BUT HE ISN'T ONE OF US!" 
John and the other disciples wanted the walls kept 
in good repair. They feared others were challenging 
their exclusive rights to Jesus and his power (Mark 
9:38-41 ). They were outraged that an "outsider" 
was casting out demons! "But he is not of our group," 
they said. While "something there is that doesn't 
love a wall," something there is that does. 
Whatever that divisive something is, the disciples 
were full of it. In their own minds they must have 
*This sermon, here revised by the author for publication in Mission, was 
preached by Bill Love on October 30, 1983, at the Bering Drive Church of 
Christ in Houston, where he is the preaching minister. 
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had excellent reasons for their protest. "Where did 
this unauthorized exorcist get his training?" "How 
can we be sure he is orthodox?" "How can Jesus ex-
ercise control over this fellow if he's not one of us?" 
We suspect, however, that darker motives were at 
work in their unconscious. Halford Luccock has call-
ed it the "lust for forbidding." It feels so good to for-
bid! "Stop that! You don't have the authority to do 
that! We have not checked your credentials!" 
There is a perverse love of exclusiveness in us all. 
Even as children we loved it. As a second or third 
grader I belonged to a very exclusive club. Two 
other boys and I met once a week in an abandoned 
chicken house. (The decor and aroma must have 
been charming!) We kept our weekly dues in a cigar 
box, a dime a week from each of us. These funds 
went for the purchase of "Holloway" bars, those 
caramel suckers on a stick, about six inches long. 
(When you bit into one of those, it was a permanent 
commitment.) We loved our club. We relished 
meeting in private and talking about how the other 
kids, especially the girls, could not be members. 
Funny thing, it was all in our minds. No one was 
beating down the door to get in. Anyway, it was 
good to be part of an exclusive club! I expect you 
could match my story with one of your own. 
If we could look back upon our childish ex-
clusiveness as something long since outgrown, it 
would be comforting. However, I remember long 
hours spent in a college men's club debating 
whether a certain student was "Frat material." 
"What will he do for us?" "Is he a good athlete?" 
"Will he bring up our grade point average?" "Does 
he dress properly, or will he be an embarrassment to 
us?" Nor did we leave our exclusivism on the cam-
pus at graduation. I noticed the other day in a 
department store some of the most attractive shirts 
and jackets laveled, "Members Only." We en-
joy exclusiveness. Something there is that loves a 
wall. 
Not only do we seek exclusiveness, we guard it 
with ferocious jealousy. Why is that? What makes us 
that way? Why were the disciples so intense about 
the man's healing a poor demoniac? Fear and 
jealousy were the driving motives. We notice in 
Mark 9: 14-29 that they had tried their hands at ex-
corcism and failed miserably. How disconcerting to 
see another, not even one of our group, casting out 
demons! 
In sharp contrast, Jesus was relaxed about the 
whole matter. Some scholars have suggested that 
Jesus' Jewish sense of humor is expressed here: as if 
he were saying, "A person who casts out demons in 
my name can't be all bad." Jesus was relaxed 
because he understood so much better than the 
disciples what his Father was doing in the world. 
From the first, God had determined to reach out to 
all people with his forgiving love. He called 
Abraham, not to establish an exclusive club, but to 
become a blessing to all the families of the earth. 
The chosen people never quite got the idea. For 
example, Jonah didn't want to go to Ninevah. (Who 
would like to go to Moscow and preach on the street 
corner?) God had to convert the preacher first, then 
send him to preach. How disturbing it was to Jonah 
when the Ninevites repented! "I knew it! I knew it! 
You promised to burn them to a crisp! I came up 
here on the hill to get a ringside seat! And what hap-
pened? Nothing! Nothing!! I should have known. It's 
the same old 'steadfast love of the Lord' again!" 
In Jesus, God showed his love for all people more 
clearly than ever. In a variety of ways Luke's Gospel 
emphasizes that the "Gospel is for all." In his se-
cond volume Luke tells how the early church strug-
gled against God to preserve the clubishness of its 
Jewish heritage. Stephen gave his life because he told 
it like it was. Peter, on the housetop, found himself 
quoting tradition to God in protest! Determined to 
keep the church "pure," Peter uttered that in-
teresting combination of words: "No, Lord." 
This universal love of God posed the issue for the 
early church. Paul ran afoul of Jewish Christians 
precisely because he was Jesus' apostle to the Gen-
tiles. (We Gentiles should have a special interest in 
the story. We often forget that we were the first out-
siders.) In Ephesians Paul disclosed God's plan for all 
the ages: to "unite all things in him (Christ), things in 
heaven and things on earth." In Christ sinful Jews 
and sinful Gentiles would find salvation and com-
mon ground. "He is our peace" was the only way to 
put it. In his own body given on the cross Christ 
demolished the "dividing wall of hostility" (Ephe-
sians 1:10, 2:14-16). 
But those in the club always resist tearing down 
the walls. The "chosen" are always tempted to 
believe they alone are loved. God never loved only 
the Jews. From Abraham to Jesus he was always 
reaching out to all peoples. God's own people 
proved the biggest barrier to his grand purpose. 
The disciples followed in the tradition of Israel. In 
condemning the "outsider" they had no idea they 
were crossing the main thrust of God's purpose for 
mankind. Jesus knew. That is why he was so relaxed 
about a "stranger" casting out demons. 
"BUT WAIT A MINUTE!" 
At about this point a sincere member of the 
Church of Christ may object. "What are you saying?! 
That 150 years of Bible study are for nothing! That 
baptism doesn't matter! That just anyone who has a 
broad smile and a firm handshake can walk in and 
be a member?" 
Let me say two things in reply. First, on the back of 
our Orders of Worship we have printed an invitation 
for membership at Bering Drive. We state there our 
belief in believer baptism, by immersion, for the 
forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
That is our understanding of the Scripture in regard 
to baptism and entrance into the church. Second, 
please notice that the Mark 9 passage has nothing to 
do with what we usually call "church membership." 
The man was not making application for member-
ship in the disciples' group. Evidently, he was con-
tent to serve the Lord outside John's group. We 
might mark the important difference. Before asking 
who can be admitted to "our group," we must ask 
whether any outside our group are Christians. 
The disciples were not fuming over an application 
for membership. They were worrying about another 
matter. "What if this should get out of hand! What if 
people here and there just take it upon themselves 
to follow Christ without talking with us first!" 
AFFIRMING THE BEST PART OF OUR HERITAGE 
Some of us have been told that all people fall into 
two categories: members of the Church of Christ and 
pagans. Some of us preachers have said that people 
in other groups are like Cornelius. He was "a good 
man, but not a Christian." Unless Lutherans and 
Presbyterians come to baptism as we understand the 
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Bible teaches it, they are no better than pagans. We 
have been told that this conclusion is true both to 
the Restoration fathers and to the Bible. 
What did the Restoration fathers have to say? Ob-
viously they had many things to say. They were not 
always consistent either with Scripture or with 
themselves. They were humans like we are. Never-
theless, we should hear what they had to say on this 
subject. Alexander Campbell once casually referred 
to Christians in "non-immersionist bodies." He 
received a critical letter from a devout lady in Lunen-
burg, Virginia. "Does the name of Christ or Christian 
belong to any but those who believe the gospel, re-
pent, and are buried by baptism into the death of 
Christ?" she asked. In reply Campbell explained that 
one's discipleship does not hinge on "one fact and 
one institution." 
In 1837, after the publication of The Christian 
System, he wrote in the "Millenial Harbinger": 
Who is a Christian? I answer, every one 
that believes in his heart that Jesus of 
Nazareth is the Messiah, the Son of God; 
repents of his sins and obeys him in all 
things according to his measure of know-
ledge of his will .... 
We cheerfully agree ... that the term 
"Christian" was given first to immersed 
believers and to none else; but we do not 
think that it was given to them because they 
were immersed, but because they had put 
on Christ. 1 
What Campbell had to say does not settle matters 
for us. But let us at least not misquote him. In the 
"Lunenberg Letter" controversy Campbell steadily 
maintained that he had always recognized Christians 
in other churches. 
A second generation Restorationist, Moses Lard, 
was much more rigid in his thinking. Scars of 
brotherhood political battles and his natural 
temperament disposed Lard toward bitterness of 
spirit. Still, he worked for unity among believers. He 
encouraged members in other churches to be 
"Christians only." But in all this he allowed that they 
were already Christians in some sense. 
Is a genuine Methodist, then a true 
Christian? It would certainly give offence 
were I to deny it. Be it so, then, at least 
for the present. But is a genuine Baptist also 
a true Christian? Let this too be granted 
.... But I am anxious to so curtail or add 
to both this Methodist and Baptist that each 
shall be neither more nor less than a simple 
Christian. 2 
Lard objected to "extras" like creeds and names. 
These additions to New Testament Christianity stood 
in the way of unity, were displeasing to God. But he 
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did not disallow the Christian confessions of his Bap-
tist and Methodist neighbors. 
Even in the first quarter of our century a certain 
charity of spirit survived. No one ever accused N. B. 
Hardeman of being a cockeyed ecumenist. He 
wanted to convert his religious neighbors to "sim-
ple, New Testament Christianity," as he understood 
it. Nevertheless, he was willing and able to affirm 
that believers in other groups were Christians. 
When I talk to you about Christian unity, 
right on the face division is implied. That 
very announcement suggests that there are 
Christians on earth whose efforts are not 
together blended. 
The Savior said, in Matthew 12:50, 
"Whosoever shall do the will of my Father 
which is in heaven, the same is my brother, 
and sister, and mother." 
I have never been so egotistic as to say 
that my brethren with whom I commune on 
the first day of the week are the only 
Christians on this earth. I never said that in 
my life. I do make the claim that we are 
Christians only. But there is a vast difference 
between that expression and the one 
formerly made.3 
All of these leaders preached believer baptism by 
immersion for remission of sins, the gift of the Holy 
Spirit, and entrance into the Christian community. 
Still, they recognized that bthers who differed in 
their theology of baptism were in some sense 
"Christians." While inviting others to be "Christians 
only," they were not claiming to be the "only Chris-
tians." The question is: how and why have we lost 
the capacity to hold to both ends of our historic posi-
tion? Why are we so afraid to admit that others are 
Christians? 
More important are the biblical questions. We 
should look again at the "Cornelius argument." Is a 
Baptist or a Methodist really in Cornelius's position? 
Has he never heard the Gospel? Has he never 
responded in Campbell's words, "according to his 
measure of knowledge"? Perhaps better biblical 
case studies are Apollos and Ephesian believers 
(Acts 18, 19). Apollos was recognized as a faithful 
and powerful gospel preacher before he understood 
baptism into the name of Christ. The believers in 
Ephesus were called "disciples" before they heard 
of Jesus' baptism and the gift of the Spirit. One might 
call these persons "imperfectly taught." 
Many of you Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, 
Episcopalian loved ones have come for years to wor-
ship with us. Many of your wives and husbands are 
members of the Church of Christ. You know what 
we believe the Bible teaches about baptism. I have 
said before that I believe you are "imperfectly 
taught" on this matter. 
Does this suggest that we should invent a third 
category: "Church of Christ," "Imperfectly 
Taught," and "Pagan"? Is that not a bit arrogant? 
Are there any in category one who wou Id not also 
belong in category two? Are we not all "imperfectly 
taught"? Have we nothing to learn about God and 
his Word from our religious neighbors? 
John Saxe wrote his poem "The Blind Men and the 
Elephant" in reaction to religious sectarianism. Each 
blind man touched the elephant at some point and 
then dogmatically declared his impression was the 
whole truth. Is that not what we have done? Why 
can we not declare the truth we know about God 
and his Word without claiming that it is the whole 
truth? Can we not admit that others have "touched 
the elephant" in other places and have something 
equally true to say to us? 
TO BE PERFECTLY HONEST 
A moment's candid reflection will show us that we 
have already seen this truth at a deep level. For most 
of us, this discussion is taking place only at the 
cognitive level. We know another truth deep down 
inside us. 
For example, do we not really know where the 
battle line is drawn in today's world? Is it between 
church and church or between the forces of Satan 
and the power of God? Where we work every day, 
at the office, in the hospital, at school, we know the 
score. More and more this is becoming a pagan 
world. Many Church of Christ members feel a closer 
bond with serious Episcopalians and Lutherans than 
with Church of Christ people who have sold out to 
the world. The doctrine of baptism is vitally impor-
tant. But it is not the only question. We also struggle 
with a world gone pagan about business ethics, sex-
ual ethics, covetousness. Whether we ministers 
know it or not, the members know where the battle 
line is drawn. 
We ministers should also do some soul searching. 
Do we not depend upon the fine scholarship of 
Presbyterian, Lutheran, and Baptist scholars? We 
read their commentaries, use their lexicons, read to 
the church from their translations of the Scripture. 
Can we then turn around and call them pagan? We 
share with these men and women a love for the 
Lord, for his Word, for his work in the world. Is this 
not so? 
We fellowship with believers of all kinds when we 
meet for worship on Sunday mornings. We sing the 
inspiring hymns of Fanny J. Crosby, Charles Wesley, 
and Martin Luther. How much poorer our worship 
would be without their hymns of praise! These 
believers had authentic pilgrimages with God, even 
if they were wrong about baptism. 
In view of our text, are not others today casting 
out demons in Jesus' name? Thousands have been 
rescued from drug addiction by the Palmer Drug 
Abuse Program. This ministry was started by Palmer 
Episcopal Church in Houston. How many of us have 
been healed of illness in the fine Methodist, 
Presbyterian, and Catholic hospitals across our land? 
I am not a fan of the Pope, as the Pope. But I thank 
God when he stands before millions in Poland and 
South America and boldly tells the truth about 
human dignity - in the name of Christ. Aside from 
our theological differences, these religious 
neighbors of ours are casting out demons in Jesus' 
name. Are we not better for it? Would we prefer to 
face the forces of Satan without them? 
SO WHAT'S THE ANSWER? 
How, then, can we learn boldly to proclaim the 
truth we know without a sectarian spirit? Someone 
might suggest that we simply need to be more 
"tolerant." Tolerance is a Greek virtue; we are not 
Greeks. It is an abstract philosophical ideal; but we 
are not philosophers. We are disciples of Jesus. So 
what is the answer for us? 
Perhaps this contrast of Greek philosophy and the 
Christian faith can be helpful. Aristotle said "like at-
tracts like." Plato before him said that "only like 
understands like." Who can argue with these 
statements? Are they not the observable truth about 
human society? Do we not always want to stay with 
our own kind, secure in understanding and being 
understood? Do our walls not separate like from 
unlike? 
Paul shows us how different Christianity really is. 
He speaks of one "who, though he was in the form 
of God, did not count equality with God a thing to 
be grasped, but emptied himself, ... and became 
obedient unto death, even death on a cross" 
(Philippians 2). Was this "like attracting like" or God 
coming to man? Jesus gave up the comfort of his 
"group" to redeem us. With God he was perfectly 
understood; with us he was never completely 
understood. In heaven he reigned in glory; here a 
cross was his only throne. There he was never God-
forsaken; here he was Godforsaken for us. What if 
Jesus had refused to associate with those who were 
sinful, ignorant, proud, and "imperfectly taught"? 
As always, the anchor of our hope is "Christ 
crucified" - not our doctrinal formulations about 
him or his church. Our salvation is perfect in Christ 
into whom we are baptized, not in our understan-
ding of Christian baptism. When we see this truth, 
God will give us the grace to admit that all of us "im-
perfectly taught" believers are saved the same way 
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by the grace of God. 
Our pride is that which loves a wall. There is only 
one answer. Our exclusiveness will be broken only 
on the rock called Golgotha. Standing there before 
the cross, seeing what human pride can do, we 
might hear someone say, "Look how he loved us!" 
Would we not want with tears of joy to say, 
"Amen!" Would we first have to ask about the 
speaker's church affiliation? As with the first 
di'sciples, our biggest problem is pride born of fear. 
"Perfect love casts our fear." Jesus did not die to 
convert Methodists to our doctrine of baptism. He 
died to save all of us sinners in both churches. He 
calls all of us to proclaim, with joy and humility, his 
salvation to a lost world. 
While in school at L.S.U., I worked at the Loui-
siana State Department of Education. Knowing that I 
was a professional holy man, my fellow workers 
often engaged me in religious discussion. One of 
these was a devout Catholic woman. I said to her 
one day at lunch, "Andrea, you Catholics ... " 
"Wait," she said, "we are trying very hard to quit 
saying 'Catholic.' We are trying to learn just to say 
'Christian."' 
What should our response be to that kind of state-
ment? Should we say, "No, you can't use that name. 
That is our name!"? Was hers not the spirit Campbell 
called for? Is not our shared desire to be "Christians 
(A Cloak, continued from p. 12) 
us in some privileged category labeled "Christians 
only." 
John Baird asks Mission readers, "Should we (who 
are part of restoration churches) ... resign ourselves 
to a position of one among many denominations?" 
The answer to this question is dictated by the facts: 
the happy fact of inevitable diversity darkened by 
the tragic reality of sinful division. None of the 
church movements I know anything about are con-
tent with the designation "denomination." Most 
denominational leaders say openly that denomina-
tionalism is not a resting place but a bondage from 
which we must be led. What else is the world-wide 
ecumenical movement about? But to speak of others 
as denominations while refusing the label for oneself 
is simple religious bigotry. 
In the divisions which rack the Church of Jesus 
(Apostolicity, continued from p. 20) 
22 1bid., p. 51. 
2 11bid., p. 49. 
24 1bid ., p. 48. 
25Cf. Questions Answered by Lipscomb and Sewell, ed. 
M. C. Kurfees (Nashville: McQuiddy Printing Company, 
1957). 
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only" the perfect place to begin sharing what we 
know of our Lord? Was this sharing not what Jesus 
prayed for on the way to the cross (John 17)? Was it 
not for her, for you, for me that Jesus left his 
"group" in heaven to come here and die? If all of 
this is true, we need to affirm once again our will to 
be "Christians only, not the only Christians." 
MISSION 
NOTES 
1 
"Any Christians Among Protestant Parties," reproduced 
by The Disciples of Christ Historical Society in 1953 under 
the title, "The Lunenburg Letter With Attendant Com-
ments." This document is available upon request from the 
Historical Society. The reader may find it quite informative 
regarding Campbell's position on this subject as it relates to 
Restorationism and baptism. As I understand Campbell's 
basic position, he said that one could be a Christian with a 
"faulty" baptism. But he would not allow membership in 
the "Restorationist" churches except upon believer bap-
tism by immersion for forgiveness of sins. Only the 
primitive form of baptism would be sufficient ground for 
complete unity (union) among believers. 
2
"Have We Become A Sect?" Moses Lard, "Lard's 
Quarterly," March, 1864, p. 32. 
3Hardeman 's Tabernacle Sermons, Vol. Ill, Gospel Ad-
vocate, 1928, p. 125. 
Christ, the Truth itself has been fractured. All of us 
share in the guilt; all of us are the victims, handicap-
ped by the blind spots, the prejudices, and the 
distortions. None of our traditions are whole. In this 
situation we are exactly one church movement 
among many in the Christian community. Once this 
is acknowledged, each individual is then free to 
decide whether he or she can best serve the unity of 
the Church in this particular confessional movement 
or another. Until we "grow up" to accept our place 
as one among the many, we remain in a theological 
adolescence. Our own distinctive gifts in the 
broader Church go undeveloped and unrecognized, 
thus insuring that we will remain a relatively small 
Christian sect with an inflated self-regard. While the 
rest of the Church struggles on toward unity, we will 
go on shouting from a distance that we are "Chris-
tians only." MISSION 
26William Robinson, an English Disciple states this well in 
his What Churches of Christ Stand For (Birmingham, 
England: The Berean Press, 1946), p. 82. 
27Alexander Campbell, The Christian System (Cincinnati: 
Standard Publishing Co., 1835), pp. 148-149; emphasis 
mine. 
28 lbid., cf. Robert Milligan, The Scheme of Redemption 
(St. Louis: Bethany Press, 1868), p. 361. 
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''CHRISTIANS ONLY'' 
A CLOAK FOR SECTARIANISM? 
Christian truth is One. But it is large enough to be seen from several sides, 
rich and mysterious enough to engender new ways of seeing in every new 
age, powerful enough to exhaust any number of systematic expressions. 
By PHILLIP JOHNSON 
I n "Reformation and Communication" (Mission, July '84) John E. Baird showed signs of offering us 
some hard-headed, much-needed analysis about the 
relation of the Church of Christ to other Christian 
traditions. But in the end he fell back into the crippl-
ing naivety inherent in that impotent phrase "Chris-
tians only." 
Shortly after I had moved to the northeast United 
States from Georgia, I was carrying on a conversa-
tion in the cashier's line of a bookstore when a man 
said to me in unmistakable Brooklynese, "Man, you 
got some accent." The implication was that I had 
one and he didn't! Whenever I hear someone from 
the American Restoration Movement say, "We are 
not the only Christians, but we are Christians only," 
I think about the man with the heavy Brooklyn ac-
cent. 
Of course, the man was right. I do "got some ac-
cent." And I happen to like the (to my ear) mild 
Georgian tones better than his (to my ear) harsh 
Brooklyn bark. But we both speak the English 
language with an accent. No one in fact speaks 
"simple" English or "English only." Even my friends 
from Devon, in the south of England, who speak the 
language with such grace and clarity cannot be said 
to speak without an accent. 
The analogy is not perfect, but it will serve to make 
Phillip Johnson is a minister and scholar engaged in the ministry of 
Disciples House in London, England. 
a point or at least to pose a question. Does not the 
self-appellation "Christian only" imply that we are 
the only "Christians only"? All the other Christians, 
it is implied, "speak with an accent." That is, they 
are conditioned and shaped by the particularities of 
their history, by a the01ogical emphasis, by custom 
and tradition. They are implicated in the slow 
historical development of the Christian church. We, 
on the other hand, are "Christians only," free from 
the ambiguities of historical process, the blinds of in-
tellectual conditioning, the unconscious clinging to 
familiar custom. 
Now here is a very simple but important point. It is 
a good thing that within the English-speaking world 
there is so rich a variety of accents. I have no desire 
to do away with the rhythmic, tight-lipped Scottish 
brogue, even if I do have trouble sometimes 
understanding folks from Glascow. There is nothing 
necessarily wrong with the fact that in the world-
wide Christian Church there are a number of tradi-
tions. Christian truth is One. But it is large enough to 
be seen from several sides, rich and mysterious 
enough to engender new ways of seeing in every 
new age, powerful enough to exhaust any number 
of systematic expressions. 
Have there ever been any "Christians only"? 
Were there not from the beginning Jewish Christians 
and Hellenized Jewish Christians, then Gentile 
Christians - all sharing in the One Christ but each 
perceiving the Christ with a vision partly determined 
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by their varied cultures and histories? Certainly after 
two thousand years of Christian history in which the 
Faith has spread through hundreds of different 
human cultures and been spread in hundreds of 
rival movements, there simply are no "Christians on-
ly." 
We in the nineteenth century American Restora-
tion Movement "speak with an accent." The 
religious questions we, like everyone else, ask and 
the answers we get are largely determined by our 
own tradition. That tradition goes much further back 
than fathers Campbell and Stone. It reaches back 
through Presbyterianism to Calvin and Zwingli. It 
has connections with the radical Reformation of the 
sixteenth century and so places us alongside the 
Mennonites and other restitutionist groups. 
It is not difficult to identify our accent and define 
our distinctions. Some of them we wear overtly and 
with militant pride. "Believers baptism" and con-
gregational autonomy are ready examples. These 
distinctions hardly make us "Christians only." They 
simply put us on one side rather than the other in 
age-long, complex questions of biblical interpreta-
tion. 
Other marks of our tradition are more subtle but 
equally deep-running. We are, taken as a whole, 
anti-intellectual in our theology and anti-traditional 
in our worship. If we see ourselves clearly, we must 
also acknowledge that we are fairly typically North 
American in our ethos and outlook. This means, 
among other things, that we share in a highly in-
dividualistic interpretation of Christianity. All these 
matters contribute to our understanding or 
misunderstanding of the Bible and Christian faith. 
I am not for one moment faulting us for having our 
own peculiar accent. Nor am I for the moment argu-
ing that any of these distinctions are wrong or right. 
But it is clear that not all of them are essential or 
Christian faith! Is it not naive to describe th is 
Western, modern, restorationist, anabaptist, distinc-
tively American church movement as "Christians 
only"? 
The often-repeated paradox is relevant here. No 
one is more tradition-bound than the one who can-
not recognize the traditional sources of his or her life 
and thought. There is not much hope of improving 
your accent if you don't know you have one. 
It is usually assumed that being "Christians only" 
is guaranteed by a program of restoring the New 
Testament church. If we can simply repeat New 
Testament faith and practice, it is assumed, we will 
have leaped over all the accretions of the centuries 
to become "simple New Testament Christians" or 
"Christians only." But this assumption fails to see 
that "restorationism" is itself a particular accent. It is 
one among many attitudes which one may 
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reasonably take to Christian history. A more 
"catholic" view, for example, sees the ancient 
church as the small seed which must grow and 
develop to catholic maturity in the course of history. 
We therefore must expect organic change and 
"enlargement" of the faith as well as continuity. 
Most Christians would acknowledge truth in both 
views. It is no easy question. The point here, 
however, is a simple one. Following a program of 
restoration does not make you a "Christian only." It 
makes you a "restorationist" Christian and puts you 
on the side of those who employ one theological 
method rather than another. 
I am aware that the slogan "not the only Christians 
but Christians only" has a venerable place in the 
short history of our church movement. I recognize 
that it reflects a noble intention. When members of 
our churches are attempting to throw off sec-
tarianism, it provides a useful device for holding on 
to our familiar identity. 
Sectarianism dies hard, however, for it is not mere-
ly a mental mistake but a spiritual demeanor rooted 
in the sin of pride. I have long been convinced that 
when individuals go "liberal" or grow more 
Does not the self-appellation "Christian 
only" imply that we are the only "Chris-
tians only"? 
"tolerant," they often carry their sectarianism with 
them in a more subtle form. The phrase "Christians 
only" can too easily be a cloak by which we hide 
our sectarianism even from ourselves. It allows us to 
remain "above the crowd" and to carry on with our 
narcissistic questions about what makes us unique. 
It allows us to remain aloof from the wider church 
and from the tough give-and-take of ecumenical 
dialogue. 
But perhaps by the phrase "Christians only" we 
mean simply that we aspire to focus on the central, 
deep truths of our faith and refuse to allow more 
peripheral matters to obscure the central message. If 
that is what we mean, then we must acknowledge 
that every serious Christian shares that concern. 
Hence, if we are "Christians only," so are they. 
I said above that my analogy of "accents" is 
limited, and so it is. While it is true that everyone 
speaks with an accent, it is also true that some may 
use bad grammar, which obscures the integrity of 
the language. There are those who have a faulty 
theology and are simply in error. We have every 
right to argue for what we believe, to challenge faul-
ty theology, to press our particular vision; but we 
have no right to claim that our understandings place 
(continued on p. 10) 
STALKING THE RESTORABLE CHURCH: A Review of 
Christians Only-and the Only Christians 
by Thomas B. Warren 
and I Just Want To Be a Christian by Rubel Shelly 
There is no question that Shelly's restorationism is the more palatable, in-
genuous, and gracious of the two; and yet both his and Warren's "systems" 
seem to wind up in front of the same blind alley: the pursuit of an institu-
tional structure which mistakes conformity for community. 
Reviewed by BRUCE L. EDWARDS, JR. 
A work that transports one back into the past can elicit a certain pleasure: it is not a mere 
nostalgia, mind you, nor a wistful longing for a 
golden age that never was. It is, rather, the joyous 
escape from what C. S. Lewis called "chronological 
snobbery," that arrogance of the twentieth century 
which says that the contemporary perspective is 
more enlightened than that of previous epochs 
precisely because they were previous to this one. To 
sense what it might be like to live someone else's 
past and face a different future can be both ex-
hilarating and eye-opening. 
On the other hand, there are works which, frank-
ly, transport us to a past to which we do not wish to 
return, a past which is no "distant mirror," which 
does nothing to liberate or to put in perspective the 
present. Such works foist upon the reader a kind of 
reverse chronological snobbery not a contem-
porary mode of thinking which becomes the ab-
solute measure of the past, but a static, denatured, 
revisionist past which tyrannizes the present. 
The two works under review here represent the 
two poles in this chronological continuum; while 
both are firmly rooted in restorationist dogma, one is 
a salutary review of the ideals of the Stone-Campbell 
movement, the other a partisan tract whose evoca-
tion of the past is forbidding and depressing. 
Bruce L. Edwards, Jr. is an Assistant Professor of English at Bowling Green 
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio. 
There is no use in rehearsing the obvious. Since 
the turn of the century, intransigent, indefatigable 
forces have been at work to crystallize the Church of 
Christ into the most sectarian of all Protestant unity-
sects. The once and future Restoration Movement is 
forever trapped within a time warp, its unity ideals 
continually eaten up by fidelity to an ever-evolving 
creedalism. 
Warren and Shelly thus register two possible 
responses to this predicament: retrenchment and 
exclusivism on the one hand, reassessment and 
openness on the other. As one might guess, Thomas 
B. Warren's Christians Only - and the Only Chris-
tians (National Christian Press, 1984) represents the 
more militant and less conciliatory of the two works. 
Written in Warren's characteristically artless, hyper-
italicized style, the 89-page booklet reconstructs a 
version of the Church of Christ lifted from the har-
rowing days of Austin McGary and Daniel Sommer: 
a past of debates, separations, and permanent 
farewells; a past better buried than resuscitated for 
still another generation of believers; but a past 
regularly celebrated and embraced by an older 
generation fearing the death of its old friend, 
legalism. 
W arren's title betrays its theme and focus: the present day baptized-for-the-remission-of-
sins, anti-instrumentalist, weekly-Lord's-Supper, no-
m arriage-after-u nscri ptu ral-d ivorce, anti-
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premillenial, anti-anti church is the one and only 
body of Christ on planet Earth. His penchant for 
quasi-syllogistic reasoning undergirds the 
hermeneutics of the book. In the centerpiece of the 
booklet Warren enunciates "four laws of God": (1) 
God's law of authority, (2) God's law of inclusion, (3) 
God's law of faithfulness, and (4) God's law of exclu-
sion. 
It is superfluous, I think, to illustrate Warren's use 
of these "laws," so familiar are they to most of us. 
Such interpretive schemes are self-evidently extra-
biblical, owing their existence not to the Hebraic 
thought - forms through which God revealed 
himself in history but to Aristotelian logic and nine-
teenth century Scottish rhetoric How ironic that 
one may search the Scriptures as thoroughly as the 
"noble Bereans" did and never once find the Son of 
Man talking about one of Warren's four "laws." 
Ultimately, Warren is preaching to the converted, 
convincing the already convinced; and one suspects 
he knows this. No one outside of the Spiritual Sword 
orbit could find this argumentation and relentless 
anecdotes compelling. The booklet is instead a sym-
bolic document, an ebenezer, a testament that at 
least one soldier of the cross has stood his watch and 
is warning the wicked of their erring ways. The 
blood is off his hands. 
The link between the two volumes, curiously, is the last sentence of Warren's book: "You, the 
reader, can be just a Christian .... " Rubel Shelly, 
recently of David Lipscomb College and now direc-
tor of publications for the 20th Century Christian 
Foundation, believes that too. And he has written a 
courageous, serendipitous work which tries very 
hard to take its title, I Just Want to be a Christian 
(20th Century Christian, 1984), seriously without 
closing doors or pretending to have settled matters 
once and for all. 
Reading Shelly's book is refreshing for several 
reasons, but especially because his prose reminds us 
once again of what the Restoration Movement, in its 
better moments, has to offer the world: a respect for 
apostolic tradition, a tolerance for varying doctrinal 
views, a dedication to unity based on faith in Christ 
rather than adherence to creeds. In Shelly's book we 
are returned to a gentler restorationist past, which 
seeks not unanimity but simple, unpretentious com-
munity among believers. 
The frame of this reflective book is 
autobiographical; its tone is as irenic and self-
effacing as Warren's is aggressive and polemical. 
Shelly conveys his main themes well: "The over-
riding thesis of this book is that the attitude which 
creates a sectarian spirit must be guarded against 
with conscious effort .... The 'repudiation' in my 
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life has been not of particular doctrines but of a spirit 
(i.e., attitude, mindset) with which those doctrines 
were borne" (pp. xx-xxi). Shelly wants to affirm that 
a believer can, indeed, be "just a Christian" - but 
his is not a naive stance. He also affirms that when 
his attitude becomes institutionalized ("We're the 
Church of Just Christians"), the claim itself is under-
mined and becomes, therefore, the root cause of 
sectarianism. 
The paradox of the two works is that though there 
is much in Warren's booklet with which Shelly 
would agree, there is a vast chasm between the ap-
plication each would make in his sphere of in-
fluence. Shelly sees no monolithic restorationist 
tradition which requires our adherence and devotes 
a major portion of his book (44 pp.) to a chapter on 
"weaknesses of restorationism." The application of 
the suffix "-ism" to a sacred Church of Christ term 
like "restoration" indicates the distance Shelly 
places between himself and the received orthodoxy. 
About this he is quite candid: 
The primary threat to us now comes from a 
right-wing element. Far from having no 
doctrinal commitments, they have a long 
and explicit creed of doctrines and beliefs 
that everyone must subscribe to without 
deviation before he or she can be regarded 
as sound .... Our obligation now is to rise 
up and repudiate that sectarian wing in 
order to stand in the broad middle ground 
between liberalism and dogmatism. (pp. 
133-34) 
When Shelly does echo the restoration plea, he of-
fers no overtly sectarian agenda like Warren's: 
There are sincere, knowledgeable, and 
devout Christians scattered among the 
various denominations .... Let such divi-
sions end. Let's just be Christians only 
and stand together in shared devotion to 
our Savior and mutual submission to his 
authoritative will. (p. 132) 
Later, in a question-and-answer chapter, Shelly 
replies to accusations that he no longer believes 
"that baptism is for remission of sins": 
What I have said is that it is not necessary for 
one to receive baptism with the verbal form-
ulation "for the remission of sins" before 
him or in his consciousness. So long as he is 
being baptized for any equivalent reason 
(e.g., to be saved, to enter Christ, etc.) 
and is not rejecting this (or some other) 
clear teaching of the Word of God about 
baptism, he is being baptized in Jesus' 
name. (pp. 142-43) 
This is clearly the testimony of a brother who has 
begun to cut through the forest of tradition and 
dogma inherited from a well-meaning body of 
believers. 
Yet, for all its merits and its stirring tribute to the 
restoration fathers (an appendix reprints several 
classic restoration statements of unity), Shelly's book 
is nearly as disturbing as Warren's. In the end, 
neither Shelly nor Warren comes to grips with the 
central issue in any discussion of restorationism: 
what, finally, is "restorable" from within the 
apostolic church? Which items may cross the cen-
turies and which must be left behind? The Scriptures 
themselves present no clear platform or blueprint for 
this endeavor. To the contrary, the epistemology, if 
you will, of restorationism seems rather alien to the 
inspired documents of the early church. Beyond the 
seven "ones" of Ephesians 4, what uniform picture 
emerges from the New Covenant Scriptures that 
would allow for the careful patternism characteristic 
of twentieth century "New Testament churches"? 
There is no question that Shelly's restorationism is the more palatable, ingenuous, and gracious 
of the two; and yet both his and Warren's "systems" 
seem to wind up in front of the same blind alley: the 
pursuit of an institutional structure which mistakes 
conformity for community. For the core message of 
any restorationist document always reduces to the 
proposition that God's peculiar interest in history is 
to establish an institution unwavering in its devotion 
to certain kinds of knowledge and certain kinds of 
behavior. 
Compare the epistemology of, say, the Mormons 
or Jehovah's Witnesses with ours. Most blueprint 
(Anatomy, continued from p. 5) 
church and thereby exclude all others. 
This issue is as current as today in Denton, Texas, 
where I write these words. At a non-instrument 
Church of Christ near my home the annual Denton 
Lectures were held only last week, and one question 
discussed was whether there are Christians among 
the "denominations." It was answered in the 
negative. The bad guy, the new "liberal" that they 
were after, who was once one of their own, is a 
Nashville minister who declined their invitation to 
be present for the debate. He recently published a 
well-circulated tract entitled Christians Only (now 
expanded into a book), which reflects the spirit of 
the old slogan. (See page 13 of this issue for a 
review.) Not having him there to expose, they 
discredited his writings as a compromise of the truth, 
similar to the way Alexander Campbell was criticiz-
ed back in 1837 for taking the same position. 
The Nashville brother was criticized even for tak-
theology is deistic at heart, and ours is no exception. 
God has gone away and left us a wonderful docu-
ment to guide us home. If we only believe 
enough/all of the right things, we will finally see 
God. This is our good news. The apostle Paul, on the 
other hand, saw God's purpose much more simply: 
"Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves full ac-
ceptance: Christ Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners" (1 Tim. 1 :15 NIV). 
We have had our "voices of concern," our 
"vehicles for communicating the meaning of God's 
word to our contemporary world," and our ex-
perimental "Disciples houses." But all restorationist 
activity, however well-meaning, seems to end in the 
same way: in disarray. There is an instrumental 
church in my town, generally more "flexible" than 
my own fellowship, which has split three times in 
the last three years. Is there something inherently 
divisive about restoration ism? Many of us would 
confess that there is. And yet most of us choose to 
stay around. 
The only reason for this that I can explain to myself 
is the one with which I began this review. The 
Church of Christ, for all its peccadillos and preten-
sions, glories in a wondrous past, a timeless present 
in which the first century intersects with the nine-
teenth century and our own in a mystical union. 
That sensation, if only for a moment, can mesmerize 
the most callous among us. A book like Shelly's 
sweetly tantalizes us with the possibility that the first 
century world really can inhabit ours; a book like 
Warren's proves conclusivelythat it cannot. 
___ MISSION 
ing part in the recent Restoration Summit in Joplin, 
Missouri, a unity effort by one hundred men from 
the Churches of Christ (non-instrumental) and Chris-
tian Churches (instrumental). Those at the Denton 
Lectures exclude even their own brethren in the 
Christian Churches from their fellowship, and all 
who do accept them are branded as "liberals" who 
deny the Gospel. It was this exclusivistic "only Chris-
tians, only true church" mindset that led to the in-
itial separation of Churches of Christ from the rest of 
the Movement back in the 1880s and 1890s; and it is 
the same mentality that is behind the continual 
splintering into sects, each claiming to be the true, 
restored Church of Christ and none having any 
fellowship with the others. 
But when men from this radical right wing rise up 
and call for a renewal of our plea for unity based 
upon "Let us be Christians only but not the only 
Christians," we can know that the grand old slogan 
is still alive and kicking! MISSION 
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APOSTOLICITY AND HOLINESS: 
THE BASIS FOR CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
PART II 
The Restorationists made the visible mark of a legitimate community 
characterized by a life of holiness contingent on the proper and appropriate 
practice of the ordinances (i.e., sacraments) of the church. With this one 
move they bequeathed to historic Christendom the peculiar Restorationist 
understanding of the doctrine of the church: a fellowship built on the twin 
pillars of apostolic doctrine and a sectarian lifestyle of being separate from 
the world. 
By ALLAN J. MCNICOL 
Editor's Note: In the previous segment of this essay 
McNicol noted that the Churches of Christ of the 
twentieth century have deep roots in a nineteenth 
century religious movement in the American mid-
South that was strongly counter-cultural. Such leaders 
as Tolbert Fanning and David Lipscomb maintained a 
vision of fellowship legitimized by two pillars: the 
doctrines of the apostles (apostolicity) and an alter-
native holy lifestyle separate from the world 
(holiness). It was argued that implicit in this view is a 
valid theological position that needs to be teased out 
and expressed in contemporary terms. As far as the 
doctrines of the apostles is concerned, McNicol 
presented an overview of the doctrine of fellowship 
in the early Church. He completes his essay by con-
sidering the basis of legitimacy today for congrega-
tions in the Restoration heritage calling themselves 
"the Church." 
0 n what basis can it be said that a fellowship of Christians is, in fact, legitimately "the Church"? 
This question of course is a contemporary issue 
although it was raised as early as the second century. 
Twenty centuries have gone by since Jesus establish-
Allan McNicol holds degrees from Abilene Christian University, Yale, and 
Vanderbilt and is on the faculty of the Institute for Christian Studies in 
Austin, Texas. His special areas of study are New Testament and ln-
tertestamental literature. 
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ed his special community in Israel. The painful 
history of Christianity with its many rips and tears in 
the fabric of fellowship since that time is an ac-
complished fact. Nevertheless, difficult as it is, the 
basis for the legitimacy of a fellowship calling itself 
Christian is a question that must continually be rais-
ed and explored. 
Since we are not the first to probe this issue, it will 
be helpful if we examine for conversational pur-
poses several important instances in historical Chris-
tianity where the issue of the legitimacy of the 
Church is discussed. We choose as examples the 
principles defining a legitimate fellowship as used by 
the churches of the Constantinian Settlement 
(Roman Catholic especially), the l 6-17th-century 
Reformationists (Lutheran, Presbyterian) the 
Believers Churches (16th-century onward), and the 
19th-century Restoration Movement. Our im-
mediate goal is to discover how the Churches of 
Christ, which arose out of this latter movement, fit 
within this spectrum of historical Christianity. Our 
ultimate task will be to show that, given the 
historical discussion, Churches of Christ have a 
peculiar position by which their legitimacy may be 
defined and that this position needs to be articulated 
in this ecumenical era. 
Ever since the time of Cyprian most versions of 
Christianity have had a common beginning point 
from which to discuss what constitutes a legitimate 
church. 1 A gathering or fellowship of followers of 
Jesus is only the Church if it is one, holy, catholic, 
and apostolic. 2 Such a definition as enshrined in the 
Creed of the 150 Fathers at Constantinpole (AD 
381).3 However, the key issue becomes the 
hermeneutic of this definition, for there has been no 
agreement in historic Christianity as to what is entail-
ed in believing the Church must be one, holy, 
catholic, and apostolic. 4 This is a crucial point. We 
must see that each of the major divisions of historic 
Christianity has its own understanding of what these 
terms mean theologically. These understandings 
(preunderstandings?) are a major point of division in 
Christendom. 
We will turn now to particular cases. 
WHAT IS FELLOWSHIP? 
Roman Catholic Views 
First, we will examine the Roman Catholic 
Church's understanding of our stated definition. 5 
The important point to remember here is that the 
Roman Catholic Church has through the centuries 
insisted that a legitimate fellowship must have visible 
marks. Until Vatican II these visible marks centered 
in two areas: hierarchy and sacraments. 6 Catholic 
theologians deem their church apostolic on the 
grounds that the church of Rome was founded by 
Peter and that his apostolic primacy has been hand-
ed down in succession under the direction of the 
Holy Spirit to the present hierarchy operative in their 
communion. Under the guidance of this hierarchy 
the Church maintains itself by regular observance of 
its other major external mark of legitimacy: the 
sacraments. The sacraments function to mediate 
God's grace to the faithful. The Roman Catholic 
Church is considered to be holy not in terms of per-
sonal holiness (the priest may be far from perfect) 
but only as it is maintained by means of God's grace 
or mediated materially in the sacraments. It is one 
and catholic in the sense that this one faith is shared 
throughout the world. 
We give this analysis to emphasize one point. 
There are others in the religious world besides 
Restorationists who also point to visible and iden-
tifiable marks as a genuine expression of a legitimate 
fellowship. The real issue appears to be how to 
determine what marks the Church as catholic, 
apostolic, one, and holy. 
Reformation Views 
This brings us to a brief study of the Reformation 
churches. The leaders of the Reformation also 
believed that there were visible marks of the Church; 
but to identify the Church with a particular mythos 
about the hierarchy led to all sorts of problems -
particularly in situations where the moral standards 
of the clerical group were known to be somewhat 
less than admirable. 7 Thus, some revisions in the 
perception of the visible marks of a legitimate 
fellowship were needed, specifically with reference 
to the concept of the holiness of the Church. The 
Lutheran Augsburg Confession of 1530 did grant that 
there are some outward signs of the Church. 8 
However, this confession explicitly moved away 
from defining these signs or marks as being in any 
way identifiable with any particular hierarchy or 
elite in the Church. The Church is the fellowship of 
the faithful and is apostolic when believers are con-
stituted under the preaching of the Gospel (word), 
when the sacraments are adminstered (i.e., only 
those mentioned in Scripture), and where profession 
is evident. 9 
A fine modern example of this theological ap-
proach is found in Goppelt's very Lutheran-type 
reading of Paul: 
The community of God was for Paul the 
flock that was comprehended (sic) by the 
summons of God in missionary proclama-
tion and by baptism. It was therefore the 
flock en Christo by which and through 
which the word was preached and the 
Lord's Supper was celebrated. 10 
In other words the Church is the community of all 
the saints (not just a particular hierarchy) called into 
being and maintained by word and sacrament. For 
the Reformers, a collocation of word, sacrament, 
and profession constitute the marks of the unity and 
catholicity of the Church. Holiness is not found in 
the holiness of the membership but in Christ's 
holiness manifested in the life of the community. 
Although there seems to have been some material 
shift between Rome and the Reformers in their views 
of hierarchy and sacramental theology, it is clear 
that both would have argued that the mark of 
holiness was maintained in the Church by virtue of 
Christ's presence in it and not by the personal faith 
and lifestyle of the membership. However, for some 
individuals from the sixteenth century onward this 
begged the question of the actual degree of piety 
and moral holiness demanded of the faithful in their 
lives. Thus, the Reformation did not change 
materially the concept that the Church is holy only 
by virtue of the "transferal" of the holiness of Christ. 
Furthermore, the alliance between Church and State 
in Germany, Geneva, and Scotland, and even in 
John Cotton's New England Theocracy, tended to 
mute that personal discipline and piety encouraged 
by the ecclesiastical authorities. In the view of many 
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such a situation did not provide a fortuitous environ-
ment for the development of the personal 
righteousness and holiness of the membership in 
these churches, 11 for the "established" moral stan-
dards of believers continued to be compromised by 
the cozy alliance between those in the Church and 
the leaders of the wider community who operated in 
a context of cynicism, compromise, and lowered 
morality. 12 
In this situation it was almost inevitable that a "left 
wing," or "believers churches," would emerge and 
come into conflict with the Reformation on the issue 
of the holiness of the church. 13 It did. 
The "Believers Churches" 
The "Believers Churches" emphasized a par-
ticularly new and different way of defining the mark 
of holiness in the Church. The Church is holy 
because it separates itself from the world and 
manifests holiness in the life of its members. 14 It is 
apostolic on the grounds that the faith, holiness, and 
piety of the apostles are characteristic of its member-
ship.15 The Church is held together in oneness and 
catholicity by mutual fellowship between those who 
believe and do likewise. 16 
By and large the history of the Believers Churches 
has been a stormy one. The standard theological 
critique of the Believers Churches tends to em-
phasize the tendencies on their part to move toward 
a fragmented sectarianism, the production of a 
works righteousness, and undue emphasis on cer-
tain peculiar features of lifestyle, such as appropriate 
clothing and cosmetics for Christian women. All of 
this seems to add up to a failure to recognize God's 
activity in the community.17 However, I detect a 
further problem in such communities. Although the 
stress on the work of the Holy Spirit in the lives of 
the membership and the stress on cultivation of 
morality and holiness both individually and com-
munally were needed and helpful emphases, it 
seems that far too often these good things were ac-
complished at the expense of an adequate 
understanding of the visible marks of the apostolic 
ordinances of the Church. Throughout church history 
the ordinances (i.e., baptism and the Lord's Supper 
especially) have played a vital role as a visible ex-
pression of the tangible life of the Church. There is 
no doubt that the Believers Churches tend to delimit 
the role of the ordiances or sacraments in the life of 
the Church vis-a-vis Roman Catholicism and the 
Reformation churches. Such a fellowship as the 
Quakers, even though extreme, may be seen as a 
paradigm here. They abandoned baptism and the 
Lord's Supper altogether. 18 Others kept the Lord's 
Supper infrequently and tended to treat baptism 
18 
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merely as one outward expression of the all-
important inward faith. What was important was 
that this faith find expression visibly in a holy 
lifestyle. Thus with reference to the historic picture 
of "fellowship" which emerged from the Reforma-
tion era, an important doctrinal point of contention 
appeared over what constituted the visible marks of 
the Church. Catholics and Reformationists believed 
that the holiness of Christ (transferred to the com-
munity in sacraments or imputed by faith) are the 
objective means whereby the Church maintains 
itself as apostolic and in holiness. On the other 
hand, the Believers Churches of the leftwing of the 
Reformation maintained apostolicity and holiness 
meant something quite different. The Church is 
apostolic and holy because its members maintain a 
faith and piety similar to that of the apostles and 
manifest this faith and piety in holy living in keeping 
with the Scriptures. Both sides, however, had the 
view that a legitimate fellowship is characterized by 
visible marks of the church. They perceived what 
constituted these marks very differently. 
FELLOWSHIP AMONG CHURCHES OF CHRIST 
Where do the Churches of Christ (one of the heirs 
of the nineteenth century Restoration Movement) fit 
into this debate? I would maintain that a proper 
understanding of what is involved in this issue may 
lead both to a conclusion that they have taken 
wrong turns on certain perennial problems (e.g., 
emphasis on biblical literalism) and to a perception of 
a defensible stance on fellowship vis-a-vis historic 
Christianity. In my judgment, as already noted, it 
was not so much the presuppositions of the nine-
teenth century restorers (e.g., the Bible is the Word 
of God; the Bible contains all truth needed to live 
the Christian life; the New Testament serves as a 
constitution for the Christian faith and must be inter-
preted rationally in keeping with the rules of inter-
pretation of any other document) which made the 
restorers unique. 19 These ideas had been around for 
centuries before Campbell and Lipscomb and cer-
tainly have not been the special property of the 
Churches of Christ in either the nineteenth or twen-
tieth century. 20 Rather what potentially marks their 
real contribution to Christianity was the linking 
together in a peculiar arrangement of the Restorers' 
views on the marks of the church (particularly what 
legitimized it as apostolic and as holy) that in princi-
ple transcended the divisions spawned in the Refor-
mation era. 
Through his reading of the New Testament the 
early restorer Thomas Campbell came to a very deep 
appreciation of the oneness and catholicity of the 
eschatological fellowship established by Jesus. For 
,Thomas Campbell that oneness and catholicity was 
inviolate. There was no other true fellowship. 
The Church of Christ upon earth is essen-
tially, intentionally, and constitutionally 
one; ... 21 
. . . division among the Christians is a horrid 
evil .... It is anti-Christian, as it destroys 
the visible unity of the body of Christ ... 
It is antiscriptural . . . a direct violation 
of his express command .... In a word, it 
is productive of confusion and of every evil 
work. 22 
Also, through the reading of the New Testament as 
the expressed word of God, Restorationists saw the 
doctrines of first~century Christianity structured by 
the apostles as the genuine criteria for apostolicity. 
Again, Thomas Campbell set the course for things to 
come. 
Nor ought anything to be admitted, as of 
Divine obligation, in their church consti-
tutions and managements, but what is 
expressly enjoined by the authority of our 
Lord Jesus Christ and his apostles upon the 
New Testament Church; either in express 
terms or by approved precedent. 23 
These criteria for a legitimate fellowship marked 
by unity, catholicity, and apostolicity were clearly 
spelled out by Thomas Campbell and have been 
with us ever since. They were certainly endorsed by 
Fanning and Lipscomb and those other leaders who 
built the foundation for the growth and develop-
ment of the Churches of Christ in the twentieth cen-
tury. But even these concepts were not unique with 
these Restorationists. They have been shared by 
many independent Protestants since the Reforma-
tion. Rather it was in their understanding of what 
constitutes a distinctive link between apostolicity 
and holiness in the Church where I detect a new 
development. These men took the position that 
moral holiness and piety, carried out in an attitude 
of separation from the "world," was a necessary 
mark of the Church. Thomas Campbell started it by 
saying that the Church of Christ consists "of all those 
... that profess their faith in Christ ... and that 
manifest the same by their tempers and conduct. 24 
Lipscomb spelled this out down to the last detail. 25 
Here Lipscomb's admiration for the left-wing Refor-
mationists has come to light and has left an abiding 
legacy for the Restoration Movement that, although 
often disregarded in the twentieth century, is ready 
for reassessment. But the Restorationists did 
something that I understand was not done in the 
Believers Churches. They made the visible mark of a 
legitimate community, characterized by a life of 
holiness, contingent on the proper and appropriate 
practice of the ordinances (i.e., sacraments) of the 
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Church. With this one move they bequeathed to 
historic Christendom the peculiar Restorationist 
understanding of the doctrine of the Church: a 
fellowship built on the twin pillars of apostolic doc-
trine and a sectarian lifestyle of separation from the 
world . 
Believing this move to be valid, I perceive that the 
Restorationists had put their hands to a crucial task. 
They had come to see the Pauline understanding of 
union with Christ as intentional and capable of con-
cretization in specific acts, rites, and a peculiar con-
figuration of a Christian life style. This understanding 
did not isolate such activities as baptism and the 
Lord's Supper in the life of the fellowship as either 
mere symbols or external bodily acts on the one 
hand, or as objective signs of grace regardless of the 
faith of the participant on the other. Rather, the in-
tention of Jesus revealed in the creation of 
fellowship at his earthly table meals and in the foun-
dation of his end-time community was realized in 
the establishment and maintenance of visible or-
dinances in the church. 26 These ordinances were a 
means of grace which in turn must issue in holy liv-
ing. 
As the early Alexander Campbell said, 
In the Kingdom of Heaven, faith is then the 
principle, the ordinances, the means of enjoy-
ment, because all the wisdom, power, love, 
mercy, and compassion or grace of Cod is in 
the ordiances of the. Kingdom of Heaven; 
and if all grace be in them it can only be 
enjoyed through them. 27 
This is why the Restorers did not limit the ordinances 
to baptism and the Lord's Supper. To observe 
believer's baptism and the Lord's Supper were in-
deed the marks of an apostolic fellowship; but this 
was correlated with other ordinances such as 
preaching, reading and teaching the Word, the 
Lord's Day, fasting, praying, confessions of sins, and 
praise in song.28 But, again, all of these ordinances 
were given for the purpose of creating a holy people 
who would praise God by their lifestyle in both their 
present fellowship in time and in the hereafter. Thus 
both keeping the ordinances of the Church and holy 
living were essential to the maintenance of the 
Church as a holy community. This union of sacra-
ment and holy life is, I contend, the doctrinal insight 
the Churches of Christ, as a people, have con-
tributed to historic Christianity with reference to the 
doctrine of fellowship. 
CONCLUSION 
And so we conclude our discussion of the pro-
cedural question: On what basis can it be said today 
that a fellowship of Christians is in fact legitimately 
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"the Church"? Our fellowship is legitimate if we 
preach the Gospel - as did the Apostles - and keep 
the ordinances of the community founded by them 
(apostolic); if this is done in the same manner 
everywhere (catholic); if we are held together in uni-
ty by such belief (one); and if by intentional keeping 
of the ordinances of God - especially but not ex-
clusively baptism and the Lord's Supper - we live 
holy and righteous lives in this world (holy). This in-
deed is a biblically defensible basis for fellowship 
with all believers in Christ. To theologize in this con-
text, I believe, will give Churches of Christ a sense of 
integrity - something they badly need in the current 
theological scene. It is the appropriate antidote to 
the factionalist tendencies of many twentieth-cen-
tury heirs of the Campbells, Fanning, and Lipscomb 
who base their ideas on non-critical literalistic inter-
pretations of the biblical texts. 
This specific understanding of God's grace 
mediated in the ordinances and leading believers to 
live a holy life presents us, in my judgment, with a 
doctrine of fellowship that can commend itself both 
to those in Churches of Christ and to historic Chris-
tianity at large. 
Members of Churches of Christ have understood 
only too well in the past that there is something in 
the way they talk about baptism and the Lord's Sup-
per that is not articulated elsewhere in the religious 
world. This welding together of ordinance and the 
holy life, which can be legitimized only if it is prac-
ticed by believers, has commended itself throughout 
the Churches of Christ. If it is properly taught, it will 
continue to do so. It gives a sense of integrity and 
identity - members of Churches of Christ can know 
who they are. It is light years removed from discus-
sions carried on in certain quarters. In the wider 
arena of ecumenical discussion, as opportunity 
arises for leaders in Churches of Christ to have con-
versation with others, this approach to fellowship 
can be commended not only because it has strong 
biblical precedent but also because it presents a 
practical solution to a basic division which surfaced 
at the Reformation: How does one determine what it 
means for the Church to be both apostolic and holy? 
I believe further that the model of the church as a 
sectarian fellowship, that arose out of the work of 
the nineteenth-century restorers, offers a vital 
perspective in ecumenical discussions in the wider 
arena of Christian history. _MISSION 
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1966), p. 26. 
20 Paul, The Church in Search of Itself, pp. 84-119. 
21Memoirs of Elder Thomas Campbell, ed. Alexander 
Campbell (Cincinnati: H. S. Bosworth, 1861), p. 48. 
(continued on p. 10) 
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The foundation of the disciplinary process within any free church is the 
membership covenant which any member enters upon. 
By JOHN H. YODER 
The information available throu gh the media is too 
incomplete to perm it a distant observer to speak to 
the detail s of the Collin svill e case. Yet the matters 
which call for general co ncern , from the perspective 
of religious liberty in the American pol ity, do not 
seem to lie on the level of factual debate . 
It seems clear that th e Collin svil le elders did not 
proceed toward Mari an Guinn with maximum 
wisdom or discretion . It would appear that they 
were acting on the basis of a specific understanding 
of the authority of elders which has long been 
debat ed within t he debate- ridden Restoration move -
ment-o ne with which I do not agree. 
What else is new? If religious liberty is denied to 
people who use it wro ngly, it is not religiou s liberty . 
Those who rejoice in the governmental intervention 
to recompense the person disciplined in a given 
case, because they agree w ith the v ict im that the 
disciplinary action was wrong, w ill have no moral or 
legal basis for objecting w hen the civil aut horiti es 
are called in to upset a contested congregationa l 
act ion they do believe in . Religious liberty, when 
defined as restrain ing civi l intervention in ec-
clesiastica l d iscipline, is of a piece. I cannot wit h in-
tegrity claim it for myself and deny it to my brothers 
John H. Yoder is professor of Theology at the University of Notre Dame, 
where he teaches courses on Radica l Reformat ion and on socia l ethics . He 
was a charter member of the Committee for Amish Religious liberty, 
which supported the efforts finally leading to the Supreme Court victory 
of Yoder v. Wisconsin, landmark case for parents' rights concerning 
education . He is co-convenor of the series of Conferences on the Concept 
of the Believers' Church. His "sympathetic outsider" contribution to the 
discussion of the Collinsville case was requested by the editor of Mission. 
who use it wrongly. 
If th e quest ion were whether the Col linsville case 
should be chosen by libertarian lawyers desirou s of 
an occa sion to run an issue up the appe late ladder in 
order to nail down some point of law, we might say 
that the elders' clumsiness and the fact that biblical 
views on the sexual relation s of previously marri ed 
people are unpopular in our society would make 
thi s a poor test case. That is a different matter from 
whether in principle ch urch discipline , when it pro -
ceeds according to the established po lity of the 
church in question, should ever be subject to review 
by the c ivil courts. 
In 1947 Andrew Yoder, of Apple Creek, Ohio, 
sued the leaders of his Old Order Amish Mennonite 
congregat ion for damages resulting from his havin g 
been disciplined by them for having purchased an 
automobi le. The Court of Wayne County found for 
Yoder. The Amish ministers, following literally 1 Cor-
inthians 6: 1-7, did not defend themselves. Review-
ing the case after the fact, I needed only a few days 
amidst the dust of the Wayne County law libr ary to 
determine that if they had had a competent defense, 
the Amish wo uld have had a very strong case. 
The law in the matter (cf. J. Yoder, "Caesar and 
the Meidung," The M ennonit e Q uarterly Review, 
1949, p. 76) goes back to colonia l New England. 
Quite und erstandab ly, civil regulations developed 
during the century and a half when the normative 
civil doctrine was Puritan congregationalist are more 
clear than anything needed or developed later in the 
post-Bill-of-Rights world, where the congrega-
tion alism was of the restorationi st variety . 
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T he foundation of the disciplinary process within any free church is the membership covenant 
which any member enters upon. When Andrew 
Yoder, as a fully informed and uncoerced adult, re-
quested baptism in the local Old Order Amish Men-
nonite congregation, he confirmed a tradition un-
waveringly held to by the Swiss brethren since its 
first expression in 1524, firmly attested by such per-
sons as Balthasar Hubmajer, the first great "anabap-
tist" theologian (cf. Denis Janz, editor, Three Refor-
mation Confessions [Toronto: Edwin Mellen Press, 
1981 ], pp. l 53ff). The candidate for baptism commits 
himself or herself, in the case of a future clash with 
the community values, to be open to the process of 
reconciling admonition described in Matthew 
18:15-20, which Hubmajer and the Swiss Brethren, 
together with Martin Luther and Martin Bueer, call-
ed "The Rule of Christ." 
The Amish ministers who then disciplined him 
were simply implementing-not all with the same 
level of wisdom or tact-the covenant which An-
drew Yoder had entered. The authority of the civil 
courts, according to colonial legal precedent, not 
only according to free church polity, is limited to 
asking whether the Church respected its own rules. 
A court properly informed about either the law or 
Amish Mennonite polity would have given him no 
damages. 
It would have been appropriate for the Tulsa court 
to ask whether when Marian Guinn, as an adult, re-
quested membership in that congregation, she was 
ill informed about its leadership pattern or about its 
leaders' convictions concerning what they call "for-
nication." If such information had been withheld, 
she could properly plead nullification of her 
membership covenant. She could have so pied. Her 
letter to them was supposed to have said, "I have 
never duly accepted your doctrine and never will." 
What she could not have legitimately pleaded, if 
the elders had had adequate legal counsel, was the 
notion of her unilaterally canceling her membership 
covenant after the process of admonition had 
begun. Association is voluntary in American law, but 
the obligations attendant upon a voluntary confirm-
ed commitment are not. I cannot withdraw 
unilaterally from a marriage, from a mortgage, or 
from a sales or purchase contract unless I can claim 
to have entered the agreement under duress or with 
misinformation. The person who has said, implicitly 
or explicitly (in the Mennonite tradition it is explicit), 
"I request my brothers and sisters, should they see 
me sinning, to admonish me in the spirit of Matthew 
18:15-20 and Galatians 6:17," has no grounds to 
retract that commitment in specific circumstances. 
The Collinsville elders may have been clumsy and 
unkind in choosing when and how to say, "You 
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can't withdraw from us"; but they had civil law, con-
tract law, and church polity on their side. 
Even more would this be the case if we were to 
draw upon specific elements of the restorationist 
self-understanding not shared by all other free 
Church "denominations." A local Church of Christ 
is not, according to its century-old self-
interpretation, the local branch of a larger agency 
like Christian Science or Roman Catholicism, Rotary 
International, or the Girl Scouts, which one could 
drop in or out of on the basis of agreement or 
disagreement with its particular beliefs. To withdraw 
from the Church of Christ you must reject Christ-
not the Collinsville elders. The elders in any one 
place are not authorized to accept on Christ's behalf 
a letter of resignation from his body. 
Among the odds and ends dangling in an out-sider's effort to understand the Collinsville story 
are these: 
1. It seems to me odd, and counter to the principle 
of 1 Corinthians 6, that anti-eldership restorationists 
should rejoice that civil sanctions have intervened in 
their intra-restorationist debate. Certainly the same 
Campbellite vision that would argue that the New 
Testament gives no basis for a hierarchical 
authoritarian "eldership" would also challenge su-
ing one's church in civil court for an amount of 
money greater than the probable net worth of all the 
elders. 
2. A different grounds for complaint would exist if, 
as Marian Guinn told Sixty Minutes, the elders had 
initially promised complete confidentiality. It is 
unclear whether that commitment was absolute or a 
part of one phase of the process, from which they 
felt released when she rejected their counsel. It is 
unclear whether she felt the relationship 
could/should be kept secret, when (as her lawyer 
said) "the word was out at City Hall." 
3. It is evident that-in an utter reversal of Hester 
Prynne's situation-the American public ethos does 
not consider fornication to be immoral. Can the 
freedom of Christian communities to apply their 
convictions to their members be sifted through the 
grid of the majority moral consensus? 
4. According to the conviction of the sixteenth-
century restorationists, Jesus' word "tell it to the 
Church" did not mean "inform the congregation 
that action has been taken," but rather "let the 
whole congregation try once more to win the of-
fender." This is a third phase of reconciliation, not 
the first phase of execution. This meaning is sup-
ported by Jesus' next words, "if he refuse to hear the 
church .... 
At this point again the Collinsville elders seem to 
have done wrong. Their membership should have 
asked for a further meeting. Other Church of Christ 
leaders should have reprimanded them. They might 
even have come to see their error, if proper ec-
clesiastical rather than governmental means had 
been used. 
the law are seldom ideal for the lawyers' purposes. 
Some of these ambiguities might be cleared up by 
more adequate journalism. They combine to make 
the case less than ideal for testing in the courts the 
legitimacy of governmental review of church 
discipline. Unfortunately, the real cases which test 
If the friends of liberty wait for an ideal case before 
objecting to escalating civil interference in the 
freedom of churches to define their own values, 
they might be too late. Our captivity to our 
American privileges would be still worse if we 
should have come to think that only such 
disciplinary actions are legitimate which can be sus-
tained in the courts. 
MISSION 
I must acknowledge that I found 
Norman Parks's article "From Hester 
Prynne to Marian Guinn" (July 1984) 
very challenging and stimulating. 
However, as I have ... reread the 
essay, I believe that it is severely defi-
cient in several crucial respects. 
First, ... the lack of documentation 
for Parks's information concerning the 
Collinsville incident was unfortunate 
and perhaps unacceptable .... In this 
case, it would have allowed some of us 
who have learned to treat intense 
polemic with a significant amount of 
dubiosity to recheck Parks's accuracy 
and fidelity to the facts. Through some 
superficial research of my own, I have 
found that the comparison of Marian 
Guinn with Hester Prynne was not 
original with Mr Parks; the analogy ap-
pears to have first been made by Ms. 
Guinn's attorney, Thomas D. Frazier 
(see The New York Times, 16 March 
1984, Sec. A, p. 13). Parks intends to 
leave the impression that he is in-
timately acquainted with the cir-
cumstances of the trial and its 
background; he appears to expect the 
reader to accept his information and 
analysis of it as if delivered by divine 
fiat. ... It is clear that Mr. Parks desires 
to expose only one side of a no-doubt 
complicated story. 
Second, it appears to me that Mr. 
Parks's portrayal of first-century Chris-
tian elders as doting and benign grand-
fatherly types who wielded no real 
power and authority similar to that ex-
ercised by the Collinsville elders is a 
caricature. There seems to be a com-
mon tendency among the contem-
porary Church of Christ avant-garde 
subtly to manipulate the biblical date 
to conform to acceptable contem-
porary concepts of pastoral power and 
authority. 
While it emphasizes an important 
aspect of primitive Christian govern-
ment and organization, this depiction 
of early Christian authority and power 
reveals an all-too-common fallacy. Ear-
ly Christian elders/pastors were indeed 
moral leaders and teachers, but it 
seems clear to me that they did wield a 
considerable amount of power in 
these primitive communities, especial-
ly in the absence of apostolic power 
and presence. 
Parks, like many of us, still seems to 
be a sectarian restitutionist. He has no 
methodological quarrel with his "op-
ponents" at Collinsville; the task of 
restoring primitive Christianity in the 
twentieth century is assumed 
legitimate. In fact, I wonder if perhaps 
Parks is more dedicated to restitu-
tionism than to biblicism. He appears 
willing ... to modify the biblical text to 
service his restitutionist ideals (e.g., in 
his portrayal of first-century 
elders/pastors). It appears easier for 
him to adjust the biblical text to con-
form to the contemporary Zeitgeist of 
American culture than to seriously 
question the legitimacy and centrality 
of restitution ism. 
Further, Parks makes the assumption 
perhaps endemic to restitutionism that 
his "opponents" are dishonest, in-
sincere or some way or another men-
tally or morally defective. No doubt, 
Parks would argue that the platform 
upon which restitutionism/unity to be 
achieved is relatively clear and simple; 
those who disagree with the agenda of 
Parks must therefore do so out of 
malicious or sinister motives. This at-
titude engenders a "holy war" men-
tality which portrays its own agenda 
and integrity as impeccable and that of 
its opponents as evil and immoral is 
absolutely detrimental to any hope of 
unity. If the reciprocal beligerence 
manifested by Parks and some others 
within the current Church of Christ 
avant-garde is allowed to continue, the 
future can only see continued pro-
liferation of division and mutual 
disrespect among the various Restora-
tion factions. 
Finally, I think our contemporary 
situation urgently calls for the cultiva-
tion of mutual respect and toleration. 
Whether or not Parks's article was fac-
tually accurate is for the moment ir-
relevant. It seems clear to me that any 
attempt by Parks really to empathize 
with the Collinsville elders and to 
assume their sincerity and conviction 
... was at most minimal. A major ob-
jective of the article was clearly to por-
tray the Collinsville elders as incompe-
tent, "bungling," power-mad tyrants. 
Parks's later statement that "nobody 
has doubted their sincerity" is incredi-
ble ... ; undermining the sincerity and 
credibility of the Collinsville elders was 
one of the major points of his article. 
Such as acrimonious and belligerent 
attitude is destructive; intolerance 
must be deemed unacceptable 
whether it precedes from the left or 
the right. 
We must communicate to our 
leaders and spokesmen on the left (as 
well as on the right) that hostile and 
abusive polemic will not be accepted. 
The limits of our toleration should be 
drawn to exclude from the power and 
influence those who are unable to 
respect and tolerate those with whom 
they disagree. 
The immediate goal for contem-
porary restorationists must surely be 
the attainment of mutual respect and 
toleration, not ideological unanimity. 
We have demonstrated to ourselves 
and to the world that we cannot and 
will not agree upon a platform of 
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"essentia ls" which must be restored 
and maintained. Parks has simp ly rear-
ranged the content of the agenda and 
insures that we will continue the exert 
our energies into the hopeless cu/ de 
sac of trying to decide what constitutes 
the ideological platform upon which 
"u nity" can be achieved. 
May God give us the humility to ac-
cept and receiv e one another on the 
basis of our mutual exper ience of 
grace and forgiveness (see Rom. 15:7 
and the surrounding context). To 
"spea k the same thing" (see Rom. 
15:16; 1 Cor. 1:10, etc.) is surely 
something more and less than doc-
trinal or ideological unanimity. It is the 
maintenance of an attitude of accep-
tance and love towards others who 
have begun the same journey of faith 
as we; it is clearly not precise agree-
ment over verbal objectifications of 
faith. For us moral and doctrinal 
perfection is a process which began in 
our acceptance of Christ by faith and 
which will only be consummated at 
the parousia. Because Christians are in 
a process of becoming, they are 
necessarily not yet. May God forgive 
us of our pedantic obsession with the 
minutiae of the bibl ical data and give 
us the ability - peculiarly absent 
among restorationists - to grapp le 
with the concep t of the Christian as 
simul peccator, simul justus: 
simultaneously sinner and "sa int." 
Such requires that we extend great 
empathy and respect even towards 
those with whom we radically 
disagree. 
My letter has intentionally strayed 
from the issue of the Collinsville 
Church of Christ and the power and 
authority of elders. But I think I see in 
Parks's artic le clear indications of the 
very things which this letter addresses. 
Joel Elliott 
Waco, Texas 
I am so grateful ... that the prayer-
poem , "To Mary , Mother of Our 
Lord , " was presented in the 
December '84 issue of Mission Journal. 
Not only did Betty W. Talbert give us 
some beautiful poetry, but she gave us 
a prayerful summation of Christian 
Faith about the debt we owe to Mary 
for her sublime, human coope ration in 
the drama and mystery of our redemp-
tion in Jesus Christ, our Savior. 
Mary is so simi lar to the rest of 
us- another bit of God's creation, a 
creatural , finite being - but specially 
redeemed by Christ . . . to prepare her 
for a most special office-that she does 
inspire many thoughts (including those 
of Betty Talbert!) , as the Scripture 
foretold (Luke 2:35). 
Part of the special . .. burden of 
Roman Catholics today is to 
"demythologize" Mary's role in the 
redemption, ... for all too many see 
Mary "out of context," i.e., apart from 
Jesus Christ, her Lord and Savior, and 
so apart from Hi s Body, the Church ... 
I was raised in the Stone-Campbell 
tradition (in the Church of Christ, non-
instrumental), and I am much in-
debted to my heritage. It stil l ho lds my 
respect. In the light of that tradition, 
and in the light of my Roman Catholic 
tradit ion, I can see room for a develop-
ment of appreciation of Mary's role in 
our redempt ion, and how her salvific 
work in the graced, human order 
does, indeed, para lle l the continu-
ing salvific work of Christ's Body, the 
Church, which is all of us. 
Again, thanks and congratu lations, 
and all best wishes for 1985 , and 
beyond, for Mission Journal and its 
work for the Kingdom. 
Benjamin Luther, Pastor 
The Parish Community of St. Joseph 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 
I've been recently surprised with a 
gift subscription to Mission from a 
friend, and although I've seen only the 
first copy so far ("Women in Christ"), 
I'm definitely interested. Whi le at Har -
ding University I heard people men -
tion Mission occas ional ly, but I hadn't 
gotten my hands on a copy unti l now. 
Well, It' s about time! 
This particular issue caught my 
attent ion because I'm keenly in-
terested in any study related to sex-
roles and stereotypes-especially from 
a spiritual framework .... I'm looking 
forward to seeing the next issue. 
Thanks very much for a sensible effort 
towards sharing the gospel intelligent-
ly. 
Chuck Bryant 
Miami, Florida 
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